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Abstract
We present a scheme for the first-principles cal-
culation of EPR lineshapes for continuous-wave-
EPR spectroscopy (cw-EPR) of spin centers in
complex chemical environments. We specifically
focus on poorly-characterized systems, e.g. pow-
ders and frozen glasses with variable microsolva-
tion structures. Our approach is based on ab-initio
molecular dynamics simulations and ab-initio cal-
culations of the ensemble of g- and A-tensors
along the trajectory.

The method incorporates temperature effects as
well as the full anharmonicity of the intra- and
intermolecular degrees of freedom of the system.
We apply this scheme to compute the lineshape of
a prototypical spin probe, the nitrosodisulfonate
dianionic radical (Fremy’s salt), dissolved in a
50:50 mixture of water and methanol. We are able
to determine the specific effect of variations of lo-
cal solvent composition and microsolvation struc-
ture on the cw-EPR lineshape.

Our molecular dynamics reveal a highly
anisotropic solvation structure with distinct spa-
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tial preferences for water and methanol around the
Fremy’s salt that can be traced back to a combina-
tion of steric and polar influences. The overall sol-
vation structure and conformational preferences of
the Fremy’s salt as found in our MD simulations
agree very well with the results obtained from EPR
and orientation-selective ENDOR spectroscopy
performed on the frozen glass. The simulated
EPR lineshapes show good agreement with the ex-
perimental spectra. When combined with our MD
results, they provide deep insights into the origin
of local variations in the g and A-tensors between
different spin centers at variable local solvation
environments, and how this can be traced back to
a combination of intramolecular and intermolecu-
lar interactions.

Introduction
The determination of the detailed microscopic
structure and dynamics of complex aqueous solu-
tions is still a challenge for modern physics and
chemistry. Unlike the situation in crystalline sys-
tems, where scattering experiments can provide
very accurate atomic coordinates, aqueous sys-
tems lack the required long-range order, which
limits the applicability of these scattering tech-
niques. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
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is able to probe the local structure around an open
shell system without the need for long-range order,
and at the same time with high sensitivity to the
local chemical environment. The two observables
from an EPR experiment — the A-tensor and the
g-tensor — are well known to be highly sensitive
to local environmental changes like solvent polar-
ity and fluctuations in the hydrogen bonding net-
work.1,2 However, the interpretation of the rich
and detailed information presented by EPR spec-
troscopy has always been challenging and EPR
spectroscopists are always looking for more elabo-
rate tools to interpret their spectra, which basically
comes down to assignment and interpretation of
spin Hamiltonian parameters and of spectral line-
shapes. The effective spin Hamiltonian represents
the common grounds where results from theory
and experiment converge. In this regard, the in-
troduction of DFT was a turning point for the cal-
culations of the spin Hamiltonian parameters, for
it has been shown to provide remarkably accurate
values at reasonable computational costs.3–10

In a previous publication we have character-
ized the complex solvation environment and hy-
drogen bonding network around the Fremy’s salt
(FS, see Figure 1) in frozen water-methanol binary
solvent by means of EPR/ENDOR spectroscopy
and forcefield molecular dynamics simulations.11

Like other nitroxide free radicals, FS is a chemi-
cally stable free radical, and its spectroscopic sig-
natures are strongly sensitive to the chemical sur-
roundings,12 which makes it a suitable probe to
study ionic solvation by EPR spectroscopy. In
that work we had used classical MD simulations
to help explain the experimental results. In partic-
ular, the solvation structure revealed by MD sim-
ulations was found to qualitatively agree with evi-
dence coming from orientation-selective ENDOR.

Here, we present a more quantitative descrip-
tion of the solvation environment by means of ab
initio MD simulations combined with first princi-
ples calculations of the spin Hamiltonian parame-
ters. We also focus on how local disorder in the
solvation structure in such a heterogenous frozen
glass gives rise to the overall inhomogeneously
broadened spectral envelope observed in contin-
uous wave EPR spectroscopy (cw-EPR). To this
end, we examine and correlate the variation in spin
Hamiltonian parameters with both intermolecular

(solvation) parameters as well as intramolecular
ones (the geometry of the FS itself).

Figure 1: The Fremy’s salt. The axis system we
use is depicted on the right side.

Solid-state spectra are generally inhomoge-
neously broadened, which in the context of EPR
refers to the situation where the ensemble of spins
in the sample has a distribution of resonance fre-
quencies and widths, with the individual widths
being much less than the total width of the fre-
quency distribution i.e. the distribution of the
effective field at different spins is broader than
the natural linewidth. This happens when the sur-
rounding lattice is much slower than the reso-
nance phenomenon, as exactly is in our case.13,14

In this situation the overall spectral line consists
of many lines merged under one envelope. Al-
though inhomogeneities of the static field and un-
resolved fine/hyperfine structure do play role in
the line broadening, however, the two major non-
relaxational sources of broadening in this case
are g and A-tensor anisotropies.15,16 At each spin
center, the values of the g and A-tensors are a com-
plicated function of both intramolecular as well as
intermolecular (solvation) factors, and it is usually
the task of the spectroscopist to infer useful insight
about the (possibly heterogenous) solvation struc-
ture and the geometry of the free radical from the
average lineshape. Furthermore, in the case of a
powder spectrum, the lineshape is an average over
all the possible orientations of the tensors relative
to the applied magnetic field.

A number of studies that combine ab ini-
tio MD simulations and theoretical EPR spec-
troscopy have come out.10,17,18 These studies in-
deed demonstrate the strength and utility of this
approach. The previous studies were either fo-
cused on aqueous solutions or crystalline solids.
Thus they either dealt with a system in the “mo-
tionally narrowed” limit or a system embedded a
regular periodic lattice. To the best of our knowl-
edge this is the first ab initio MD/EPR study of
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a heterogenous system in a frozen glassy state.
Although methanol-water is probably one of the
most simple binary solvents, the current general
consensus is that it is far from being homogeneous.
Experimental evidence and theoretical modeling
suggest that these solutions are microheteroge-
nous, separating into methanol-rich regions and
water-rich regions.19 When frozen, the mixture
forms a glass which can be thought of as contain-
ing fixed randomly oriented spin centers lacking
any spatial or orientational correlation. In such
a heterogenous frozen glass, not only the relative
orientation or distance between solvent molecules
and the FS may vary from site to site, but also the
local numbers of water or methanol molecules also
vary. Such poorly characterized systems present
special challenges in EPR spectroscopy.20 In or-
der to capture such heterogeneity, and its effects
of the inhomogeneously broadened EPR lineshape
we have designed a simulation scheme as depicted
in Figure 2. 30 ab initio MD trajectories were
started at regular time points from a classical MD
trajectory. Each ab initio MD trajectory was run
at a constant temperature of 300 K for 3.5 ps,
followed by annealing down to 200 K in 3 ps,
and a final rapid annealing down to 20 K in 1 ps.
The final configuration from each of the annealed
trajectories was used to compute spin Hamilto-
nian parameters (g and A-tensors, chemical shifts,
quadrupolar couplings), and then finally used to
construct an EPR lineshape. EPR lineshapes were
computed via exact diagonalization of the spin
Hamiltonian as described in the Computational
Details.

Computational details
MD Simulations. From a 10 ns classical MD tra-
jectory,11 30 snapshots were extracted by uniform
sampling. From each of them, a sub-cell contain-
ing the Fremy’s salt and the first two solvation
shells was extracted and used for subsequent ab
initio MD simulations (Figure 2). In the large sim-
ulation cell the methanol molar ratio (0.308) cor-
responds to a 50:50 volume ratio at room temper-
ature. In the 30 sub-cells the methanol molar ratio
was found to vary between 0.23 to 0.38, with an
average of 0.309 (Figure 1).
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Graph 1: Methanol molar ratio in each of the thirty
ab initio MD trajectories. The dotted line marks
the experimental (and classical MD) molar ratio.

Ab initio MD simulations were performed with
CP2K21 using the Gaussian and plane waves
(GPW) method with a DZ-MOLOPT-SR basis
set22 and a planewave density cutoff of 320 Ry.
The PBE functional23 was used together with the
Grimme D2 dispersion correction.24 After an ini-
tial isothermal relaxation period of 3.5 ps (300 K,
CSVR thermostat,25 τ = 500fs), the system was
annealed in two steps: A slow annealing down to
220 K during 3 ps, followed by a faster annealing
down to 20 K in 1 ps. Thus each of the 30 ab initio
MD trajectories had a total length of 7.5 ps.

EPR Simulations. For calculations of EPR
spectroscopic parameters, only the Fremy’s salt
and the first solvation shell were considered. The
first solvation shell here is defined as any sol-
vent molecule with at least one atom within three
Angstroms from any FS atom. This choice was
based on an explicit calculation of the target
quantities at various cluster sizes up to full peri-
odic boundary conditions. Three different setups
were used for the calculation of EPR g-tensors
(Table 1), all of them using the IGLO-III ba-
sis set.26 The setup employing CP2K used the
all-electron GAPW method,27,28 and the Wavelet
Poisson solver was used to decouple from periodic
images.29 A-tensors were computed in Orca9,30

using the PBE0 functional and the EPR-III ba-
sis set.31 The validity of these setups, particularly
regarding the choice of the exchange correlation
functional and the basis set, has been validated
in different previous studies.7–10 Additional core
STO-basis functions were added to the Nitrogen
atom of the Fremy’s salt (CORE_DZ_ADF basis
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Figure 2: Left: A snaphot of Fremy’s salt solvated in methanol and water taken from a classical (force
field) trajectory.The central part depicted in spheres represent the sub-system that is extracted for ab initio
MD. Right: Simulation scheme.

set in Orca). The inclusion of theses core STO
functions was found to have a relatively weak (-
3 MHz) but statistically significant influence on
the value of the isotopic part of the hyperfine cou-
pling. Statistical analyses were done using R,32–34

all the results reported as statistically significant
have a p-values less than 0.001.

EPR spectral line shapes were simulated using a
frequency domain approach via exact diagonaliza-
tion of the spin Hamiltonian using our own C++
code. The Spin Hamiltoninian included the fol-
lowing terms:
Ĥ = µB B0 gS+∑i SAi Ii −µN ∑i gNIiB0 + IQI
Where the terms from left to right are the elec-
tron Zeeman term, the hyperfine coupling, the nu-
clear Zeeman terms, and the quadrupolar coupling
(only for nitrogen). Only the five most strongly
coupled solvent hydrogens were included in the
simulation and chemical shift anisotropy was ig-
nored. Adaptive segmentation of the field val-
ues was implemented,36 and powder averaging
was performed on a Lebdev 101 hemispherical
grid37,38 (MPI-parallelized). We do not include an
explicit relaxation term in the spin Hamiltonian,
instead we account for the damping of the spin
coherences (transverse relaxation) phenomenolog-
ically by convoluting the frequency domain spec-
trum with a decaying exponential.39

Results and Discussion

Solvation Dynamics of the Fremy’s Salt
Table 2 gives averaged internal coordinates of the
solvated Fremy’s salt at 300 K and 20 K. The most
interesting point here is possibly the improper tor-
sional angle between the FS nitrogen, the two sul-
furs, and the nitroxy oxygen, which we find to be
slightly off-planar. This agrees with the results
previously reported by Hinderberger et al based on
rotational diffusion tensors from the simulation of
cw-EPR spectra.40

Table 2: MD-averaged internal coordinates of the
Fremy’s salt. The values for the improper angle
are unsigned averages. The averages at 300 K
were obtained by averaging over all the 300 K
trajectories, while the annealed averages were ob-
tained only from the configurations that were used
to compute the spectroscopic parameters (i.e. last
configuration from each trajectory).

Coordinate MD-Average (300 K) Annealed
N - O 1.275 ± 0.024 Å 1.272 Å
N - S 1.858 ± 0.063 Å 1.843 Å
S - N - S 121.4 ± 4.1◦ 121.3◦

N - ON - S - S 12.3 ± 7.3◦ 13.2◦

Regarding solvent distribution around the
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Table 1: The three setups used to compute the g-tensor

XC-functional Gauge origin

Setup 1: Gaussian 0935 PBE0 GIAO
Setup 2: Orca 2.99,30 PBE0 Center of electronic charge
Setup 3: CP2K (GAPW)28 PBE CSGT

Fremy’s salt, Figure 3 shows the radial distribu-
tion function of the polar hydrogens around the FS
nitroxy oxygen at 300 k and at 20 K. At 300 K
sulfonyl oxygens have a tighter and stronger sol-
vation shell compared to the nitroxy oxygen (coor-
dination numbers 1.40 and 0.73 respectively). At
20 K, the solvation structure gets more ordered,
with the coordination at the sulfonyl oxygens re-
maining exactly the same. In contrast, the coor-
dination number at the nitroxy oxygen increases
to 1. Close inspection reveals that the first solva-
tion shell in the latter case is in fact composed of
two gaussians, centered at 1.83 Å and 2.05 Å (See
inlet of Figure 3). This matches our previous find-
ings from cw-EPR spectra for this system, where
two different gxx values were required to fit the
low-field end of the experimental spectrum to an
empirical spin Hamiltonian.

Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of methyl
hydrogens around the FS, upto a cutoff distance
of 3.5 Å. The RDF and the SDF combined give
a concrete picture which closely matches previous
theoretical and experimental EPR and orientation-
selective ENDOR findings.11 Quantitatively, our
forcefield MD gives a tighter solvation shell com-
pared to PBE-D2.

To summarize, the anisotropy of solvent con-
figuration around the salt can be attributed to a
combination of polar and steric factors, whence
polar factors manifest themselves in the differ-
ent strengths of the sulfonyl oxygens and the ni-
troso oxygen as hydrogen bond acceptors, while
the steric factor is clearly seen in the hindrance
caused by the sulfonyl groups and their solvation
shell, which interferes with solvent accessibility to
the nitroxy oxygen. Figure 5 depicts a typical sol-
vation pattern around the FS.
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Figure 3: RDF of the polar hydrogens around the
FS nitroxy oxygens. Top: 300 K, bottom: 20 K.

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of the non-polar
(methyl) hydrogens around the Fremy’s salt
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Figure 5: Typical solvation pattern of the Fremy’s
salt.

EPR spectral parameters
Hyperfine coupling to nitrogen

At the W-band, the hyperfine coupling to the FS
nitrogen atom is the second strongest term in the
spin Hamiltonian after the electron Zeeman term.
Figure 6 shows annealed the MD-averaged princi-
pal values of the total nitrogen hyperfine coupling
tensor, which shows excellent agreement with ex-
periment.
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Figure 6: Averaged principal values of the com-
puted total nitrogen hyperfine coupling tensor
(Center bar of each rectangle), their standard devi-
ation (upper/lower border of rectangle), and min-
imum/maximum values from the sampling (error
bars). The red triangles mark the experimental val-
ues

It turns out that the value of Aiso is strongly cor-
related with the improper torsional angle of FS
(Figure 7 left), which alone accounts for 75% of

the variation in Aiso. We have also tested regres-
sion models relating Aiso to other FS geometric
parameters. In addition, we included two param-
eters related to the solvation of the nitroxy group:
the shortest hydrogen bond length, and the shortest
distance to a methyl hydrogen. We found that in
addition to the improper torsion, the inclusion of
the nitroxy N-O distance and the hydrogen bond
length to NO gives a model with an adjusted R2 of
0.88 (supplementary information). Thus we find
that almost 90% of the variation in Aiso is related
to three simple geometric parameters: The cosine
of the FS improper torsion, the N-O bond length,
and the hydrogen bond length to NO.

We now turn to the three principal components
of the anisotropic HFC tensor. They only show a
significant (but weak) correlation with the NO· ·
·H-bond length (R2 = 0.55 − 0.6). In our opin-
ion, the more interesting quantity for this system is
the rhombicity of the A-tensor (δA = AX −AY),
which already shows a stronger correlation with
the NO· · ·H length (R2 = 0.70, Figure 7 right).
Again, a stronger linear regression model (R2 =
0.85) employing three independent variables is
given in the supplementary information.

To summarize, we found that different compo-
nents of the hyperfine coupling tensor of the FS
nitrogen atom carry different pieces of geometric
information. Aiso is highly sensitive to the S-N-S-
O imporoper torsion, and since this relation is sur-
prisingly stable and almost insensitive to solvation
effects, it can indeed be exploited to measure the
degree of “planarity” of FS in different environ-
ments. On the other hand, the rhombicity of the
A-tensor can be used as a probe for the hydrogen-
bonding to the nitroxy oxygen.

Hyperfine coupling to solvent hydrogens

Figure 8 depicts Aiso and the Frobenius norm of
Aaniso as related to the distance between the hy-
drogen and the center of the N-O bond. The value
of Aiso is mostly very close to zero, reflecting the
absence of any significant spin density at the sol-
vent hydrogens. The only exception is the hy-
drogens that are strongly hydrogen bonded to the
FS nitroxy, these acquire a slightly negative Aiso
due to spin polarization. Regarding the anisotropic
part of the hyperfine coupling tensor, its Frobenius
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Figure 7: Scatterplots of nitrogen Aiso against the
FS improper torsion (Left) and of the nitrogen A-
tensor rhombicity (δA) against the NO· · ·H-bond
length (right).

norm shows the expected r−3 distance dependence
(Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Hydrogen HFC as related to distance
between the hydrogen and the center of the N-O
bond. The green curve is a r−3 decay starting from
a linear fit of the first 20 points. Black: Frobenius
norm of the anisotropic A-tensor. Red: Aiso.

The point-dipolar hyperfine coupling to solvent
hydrogens, as for instance observed in ENDOR
spectroscopy, is related to the radial distribution
of hydrogens around the unpaired electron density,
weighted by r−3. An interesting question in many
situations is how far spatially can we see solvent
protons in the ENDOR spectrum. Another related
question is the spatial range that gives the strongest
contribution to the ENDOR spectrum. From an
experimental point of view, the FS is particularly
suitable for addressing these questions because it
lacks any hydrogens in its structure, thus any un-
resolved hyperfine couplings must come from the

solvent. To tackle this question, we have weighted
the radial distribution of the hydrogens by r−3 (the
best fitting curve in Figure 8), which is shown in
Figure 9. This plot can be interpreted as the av-
erage norm of the hyperfine coupling tensor from
hydrogens at a distance r, relative to the coupling
coming from distant “matrix” hydrogens. From
the plot it can be seen that the hyperfine cou-
pling to polar hydrogens is most strong at a dis-
tance of 2.3 Å, following by a weaker but broader
peak centered at 3.5 Å. Beyond 4.5 Å the coupling
rapidly decays to zero. Regarding the non-polar
methyl hydrogens, the plot looks totally different,
with a broad peak extending between 2.5 to 4 Å.
One always has to keep in mind the anisotropic
solvation picture previously discussed. Thus, for
methyl protons the first peak originates from pro-
tons along the z-axis while the strong peak for po-
lar protons reflects the hydrogen bonding to NO.
If the plot is interpreted as a distribution density of
hyperfine coupling, then first moment of the dis-
tribution is 3.8 Å for polar protons and 4.2 Å for
non-polar ones.
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Figure 9: RDF of protons relative to the center of
the N-O bond weighted by r−3.

g-tensor

Figure 10 shows the average g-tensor components
obtained from the three setups ( Table 1) and Ta-
ble 3 summarizes the errors compared to exper-
iment. All the values are underestimated, espe-
cially the gxx component. However, errors of the
order of 1000 ppm are not uncommon in g-tensors
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computed from DFT, and the quality of these re-
sults is generally consistent with previous stud-
ies.9,10,30,41,42 Comparing the three setups, setup 1
gives the best match to experimental results, while
Setup 2 gives a slightly better fit to giso and per-
forms slightly better than setup 3 even though the
former uses a GGA functional.

Solvent-induced shifts of the g-tensor are well-
known in EPR spectroscopy. It has been shown
that the employed level of theory in this work is
capable of accurately reproducing these effects us-
ing both explicit and implicit solvation models.43

Here, we also observe a correlation between the
gxx and hydrogen bond length to NO (Supplemen-
tary information).
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Figure 10: Left: Distribution of the principal g-
tensor components

Table 3: Error in g-shifts ∆∆g (ppm) relative to
experimental values.11

g-tensor component Setup 1 Setup 2 Setup 3
gxx -1326 -1604 -1714
gyy -363 -236 -514
gzz -681 -156 -598
giso -793 -667 -945
RMSD 885 940 1089

Ensemble-averaged EPR line shapes
Figure 11 depicts the annealed MD-averaged cw-
EPR first-derivative lineshape. The lineshape
which shows reasonable agreement with the ex-
perimental line, reproducing all the features ex-
cept for the broad peak at the low-field end of the

spectrum, corresponding to gxx. The loss of de-
tail in the low-field part of the spectrum is due to
the inherent theoretical approximations which re-
sult in a somewhat larger numerical error for gxx,
but also partly attributed to the broad distribution
of hydrogen bonding to NO. Figure 12 shows two
MD-averaged lineshapes, one taken from snap-
shots that have a strong hydrogen bond to NO
(hydrogen bond length maximum 1.8 Å), and an-
other one from snapshots that are non-hydrogen
bonded (closed hydrogen at least 2.4 Å away).
With this decomposition of the theoretical line-
shape, we clearly see a small peak in the line-
shape taken from the strongly solvated FS config-
urations. To summarize, the difficulty in obtaining
a better match for the low-field end of the spec-
trum is mainly due to the accuracy limit of den-
sity functional theory regarding the calculation of
the gxx component. This problem can in princi-
ple be fixed by increasing the level of theory for
the g-tensor calculation, or applying a suitable a-
posteriori correction scheme. Nevertheless, the
qualitative agreement of the lineshape in Figure 11
and Figure 12 is striking and illustrates the power
of first-principles molecular dynamics simulations
combined with theoretical spectroscopy.

33500 33550 33600 33650
Field / Gauss

gxx
gyy gzz

Experimental cw-EPR lineshape
MD-average lineshape

Figure 11: Annealed MD-averaged cw-EPR line-
shape. The three dotted lines mark the experimen-
tal principal components of the g-tensor.

Conclusions
We have performed ab initio MD simulations
of the Fremy’s salt in a frozen glass of wa-
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Figure 12: Decomposing the total annealed MD-
averaged lineshapes into different lineshapes ac-
cording to solvation of NO. Black lineshape: NO
strongly hydrogen bonded, Red lineshape: NO not
hydrogen bonded.

ter/methanol binary solvent. Such systems are of-
ten poorly characterized and present special chal-
lenges in EPR spectroscopy, in contrast to e.g.
isotropic liquids or periodic solids.20 Specifically,
we have explicitly sampled the local strain ef-
fects, so called “g-strain” and A-tensor anisotropy
by first principles calculations of these quantities
from 30 different annealed ab initio MD trajec-
tories. The latter were derived from conventional
force-field MD simulations, which yielded a spe-
cific distribution of local water:methanol molar ra-
tios around the FS. We have also simulated the cw-
EPR lineshapes by explicit numerical diagonaliza-
tion of the spin Hamiltonian.

Examination of the ab initio MD trajectories
provides detailed insight into the structure of
the solvation shell, which is found to be highly
anisotropic with clear and distinct spatial prefer-
ences for water and for methanol. MD also pro-
vide details about hydrogen bonding networks,
and the conformational preferences of the solvated
salt, which all agree very well with evidence from
EPR and ENDOR spectroscopy.11,40

We have also established a number of correla-
tions between A and g-tensor components and in-
ter/intra molecular geometric parameters. Gener-
ally, both tensor are most sensitive to the geom-
etry of the FS itself, followed by solvation ef-
fects. Specifically, we found that Aiso is partic-

ularly sensitive to the S-N-O-S improper torsion
of the FS, and that this relation is insensitive to
solvation effects, and thus can serve as an exper-
imental measure of the planarity of the FS. We
also found that the rhombicity of the A-tensor is
related to the hydrogen bond between the nitroxy
group and solvent. Based on the radial distribu-
tion functions of the solvent hydrogens, we were
able to provide estimates of the strength of the hy-
perfine coupling of polar/nonpolar protons at dif-
ferent distances from the NO group, a quantity
of direct relevance to ENDOR spectroscopy. Fi-
nally, decomposing the simulated lineshape shows
good agreement with experiment, reproducing all
the lineshape features except for the low-field peak
corresponding to gxx, which is attributed to the rel-
atively large error in the corresponding computed
quantity, and strong variation in this particular g-
tensor component with the (highly variable) hy-
drogen bond strength to the NO. Decomposing the
total computed lineshape into two limiting situ-
ations: the strongly hydrogen bonded limit, and
the non-solvated limit reveals the g-tensor strain
corresponding to this variability in the NO sol-
vation. It is worth noting here that the low-field
peak of the experimental spectrum was not very-
well reproduced also by the empirical spin Hamil-
tonian based on least-squares fitting, which was
also attributed previously to g-tensor strain. Thus,
even though this particular part of the experimen-
tal spectrum is not well-reproduced by our theoret-
ical lineshape, we were still able to explicitly show
how variation in the solvation structure is directly
reflected in the lineshape.
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